
Evaluation of electronic properties and Volta potential distribution of CoCrMo alloy in presence of 
albumin protein molecule by SKPFM and electrochemical measurements

1.Aim and scope

Scanning Kelvin probe force microscopy (SKPFM) has an outstanding ability to map the Volta potential (which can be directly correlated with the work function energy) on a surface with

adsorbed organic molecules [1,2]. In fact, the determination of the surface Volta potential distribution on a heterogeneous surface, affected by the adsorption of different ions or organic

molecules, allows to predict and determine the surface conductivity which has a direct correlation with the electrochemical activity [3]. In this research, we are trying to evaluate the

effect of bovine serum Albumin (BSA) on the semiconductor character of the passive film formed on CoCrMo alloy with low carbon (ASTM F1537, 0.05 %wt C ) in phosphate buffered

saline (PBS) solution at different constant potentials (vs. Ag/AgCl). To this aim, different techniques such as electrochemical measurements, especially Mott-Schottky (MS) analysis,

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and SKPFM were used.

2.1. Electrochemical measurements 2.2. SKPFM and SEM analysis

4.Conclusion

1. Adsorbed BSA forms a net on the passive oxide surface formed during polarization.

2. The regions with absorbed protein have lower surface Volta potential than the

substrate (passive film).

3. Increasing the protein concentration above 0.5g/L leads to higher surface coverage

and lower defects density on the passive film.

4. The protein/passive film interface is susceptible to localized corrosion initiation

(pitting or crevice corrosion).
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